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El Niño and Electricity Systems 

 Questions: 
– What happened in the latest episode (2015-16)? 
– How well did hydro-based systems cope? 
– What is the best response to such crises? 

Don’t Panic 

and Carry a Towel 
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El Niño causes warm water to 
shift eastwards in the Pacific 

 Weather Effects of El Niño: 2015–2016 
– Droughts – Australia, NZ, Colombia, Southern Africa(?)  
– Seasonal Changes - US-Pacific:  

 winter rain (=run-off) instead of snow (=storage) 

 
– But also floods – Latin America, US (other parts?) 
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Many areas bordering the Pacific 
Ocean rely on hydro power 

High-Hydro Countries/Regions Exposed to El Niño 

Sources: World Bank, Australian Energy Statistics, EIA; all data for 2012 
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The effects of El Niño are 
widespread, but variable (1/3) 

Aus: No end in sight for Tasmania's costly energy crisis 
ABC News, 21 Apr 2016 
“Tasmania is in the grip of an energy crisis costing the state's taxpayers tens of 
millions of dollars a month and threatening to unleash power blackouts and cause 
problems for big industries and the job market. 
At the heart of the issue is a crippling lack of rain, the running down of storage 
dams to record lows and a prolonged breakdown in the Basslink power cable 
to the mainland.” 

NZ: Farmers face water restrictions as El Nino develops 
The New Zealand Herald, 11 February 2016 
“Doug Steel, senior economist at Bank of New Zealand in Wellington. [said] ‘An El 
Nino pattern usually hits agricultural production and the electricity sector via the 
lack of cheap hydro generation so it's a drag on GDP.’" 

El Niño causes droughts and problems for hydro-electric systems… 
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The effects of El Niño are 
widespread, but variable (2/3) 

A looming El Niño poses severe risks to Latin America 
Economist Intelligence Unit, 6 Oct 2015 
“The Colombian government has earmarked Ps13bn (US$4.2m) to combat 
expected drought and forest fires, half of which will be used to ensure the delivery 
of potable water to the north and west of the country.” 

“Paraguay's rainfall was three times higher than the average in both May and 
June…. Uruguay has also been hit hard by heavy rains and flooding in the 
south, and a drought in the north….Ecuador and Peru were the most seriously 
affected by damage to infrastructure and crops from heavy rains….” 

US: FEMA releases response plan for El Nino's potential 
impact; Officials anticipate storms that could rival 1997-98 
Orange Country Register, 10 Dec 2015 
“El Nino is imminent, and federal disaster response officials are getting ready by 
planning for flooding, evacuations, electricity disruptions and drinking water 
shortages.” 

….but El Niño also causes rainfall to increase (or to shift in time)… 
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The effects of El Niño are 
widespread, but variable (3/3) 

Electric Kiwi seeks disciplinary action against Meridian 
for price spike 
National Business Review, 21 Jun 2016 

Fledgling electricity retailer Electric Kiwi is seeking disciplinary action against the 
country's largest power generator, Meridian Energy, following price spikes in the 
wholesale electricity market on June 16 that saw prices as high as $4000 per 
Megawatt hour. 
Meridian chief executive Mark Binns said the price spikes resulted from a 
"perfect storm" of circumstances on a day when temperatures plunged around 
the nation, leading to a sharp surge in electricity demand, on a still day in the 
North Island that prevented wind farms from generating much power.  That put 
pressure on South Island hydro generators to meet national electricity demand, 
which was hampered by the Cook Strait cable's ability to push enough electricity 
north and a shortage of so-called reserve capacity in the North Island, 
where some power companies have recently closed fast-starting and 
baseload gas-fired power plants. 

…and in markets, prices to adjust to El Niño conditions. 



Case Study: US Pacific Region 

Markets and cheap alternative fuels 
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US Pacific North West – benefits 
of a well-functioning gas market 

Net Monthly Electric Power Generation  
in Washington and Oregon 

from Hydropower and Natural Gas (2010-15) 

Source: US Energy Information Administration, Today in Energy, 4 Dec 2015 
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Already, hydro conditions in the 
north-western US have recovered 

Source: US Energy Information Administration, Today in Energy, 20 May 2016 

In the US, electricity and gas markets 
combined smoothly to fill the shortfall in hydro 



Case Study: Tasmania 

The cost of El Niño 
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Tasmania – double jeopardy may 
be a risk worth bearing (1) 

From Late 2015: 

 Severe hydro shortage 

 No imports due to failure of 
Basslink interconnector 

2015-16: Drought and Failure of Basslink 

NSW 

Victoria 

Tasmania 

Basslink 
June 2016: 

 Basslink repaired; Rains returned 

 Tasmania now exporting surplus 
Hydro-electricity (again) 
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Conditions turned around quickly 
in Tasmania 

March 2016: 
Cradle Mountain, TAS 
Source: Author’s own 

June 2016: 
Repulse Power Station Dam, 

TAS 
Source: ABC News 
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The combined event imposed 
high costs, but occurs only rarely 

 Extra generation cost incurred by Hydro Tasmania  
= A$140-180 million [US$105-135 million] 
– “Hydro chairman Grant Every-Burns told the Public Accounts 

Committee the estimated net cost of responding to the crisis, 
including shipping in more than 100 diesel generators, would be 
between A$140 million and A$180 million.”  
ABC News, 20 June 2016 

 Was it worth it for the inhabitants of Tasmania (+/- 500,000)? 
– Total Cost = A$280-360 per person   [US$210-270]  
– Total Cost over 20 years (no discounting) 

= A$7-9 million per year    [US$5-7 million]  
= A$14-18 per person per year   [US$10-14]  

2015-16: Drought and Failure of Basslink 

Temporary fixes and short-term pain are often more 
efficient than hurried “long-term” solutions 
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Daily Load Factor of Wind Farms in Great Britain 
Percent, 2010 Q1 

Other countries face occasional 
weather-related crises, eg Britain 

7 January 2010 

Nuclear  or   Diesel? Intermittent wind farms 
need back-up from 

conventional 
generation 

c.$30 
per 
kW  



Electricity sector responses to El Niño 

Lessons for Planning and Policy 
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The effects of El Niño are serious, 
but infrequent and (fairly) short-lived 

 Don’t panic: Robust power markets deal with droughts (or floods), 
using alternative fuels or demand response  

 Carry a Towel: for dealing with infrequent, short-lived problems like El 
Niño, the efficient source of generating capacity is  
– Additional “Peaking plants” (Tasmania, UK) or  
– Running existing capacity at higher load factors (US, Colombia) 

 

 
El Niño will continue to disrupt electricity supply, 

but will only break less robust institutions 

El Niño has serious effects when the electricity sector is 
hampered by technical problems (or political barriers) 



About Our Firm 
 
The Company Overview 
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Our Practice Areas 

 Antitrust and Competition 
 Auctions 
 Bankruptcy 
 Class Actions and Class Certification 
 Commercial Litigation and Damages 
 Communications 
 Consumer Protection in Financial 

Services 
 Corporate Governance and Compliance 
 Employment and Labor 
 Energy 
 Environment and Climate Change 
 Financial Institutions and Banking 
 Financial Risk Management 
 Health Care and Life Sciences 

 Insurance 
 Intellectual Property 
 International Arbitration 
 Mass Torts and Product Liability 
 Postal Services 
 Radio Spectrum  
 Regulatory Economics 
 Risk Advisory Services 
 Securities and Finance 
 Statistical Sampling and Analysis 
 Survey Research, Design, and Analysis 
 Transfer Pricing 
 Transport 
 Valuation 
 Water 

NERA experts’ hands-on experience and deep 
understanding of how markets work span the range of 
industries and capabilities that are critical to our 
clients’ success: 
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